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Preferential Nucleation of Nanocrystalline Silicon along Microsteps
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*Also with PRESTO. IRDC

We propose digital plasma pro€ssiog fc the fabricatim of silicon qumtum dots on SiOz substrates pmemed with micro
tretrch€s. It has b€en fouod that nucleation of nmocrystslline Si (nc-Si) takes place prefacntialty along the tr€och structurc
with post hydmgen plasma treatm€nt of hy&og€nated morphous Si (a-Si:II) laye. The ptfiercntial nucleation of nc-Si ca be
€xPl8ined in terns of hy&ogen diffurion model", in which hydrogen radicals diftrsed through the a-Si:H layer to the interfaoe
of a-Si:H md SiOz, trigger the crystallization.

I. INTR.ODUCTION

Rwently, nmocrystalline silicon (nc-Si) with a grain size of
less thm 10nm attracts onsiderable attention because of m
expectation to manifest a quantum dot structure, which has

potential application to silicon-based optoelectronics md
the next gelreration ultra large scale integrated circuits.l 'We

have propoaod2 digtal plasma processing for the fabrication
of nc-Si. Using the pulsed gas supply of SiH+ md IIz in
the very-high-frequency (VIS) plasma, we have ctilified3
the role of atomic hydrcgen in the growrh of nc-Si in solid
phase of a-Si:H. The growth of nc-Si in a-Si:H cm be
explained by a 'hy&ogen diffusion model" in which
hy&og€Nl radicals diffuse through the a-Si:H layer ad
trigger the crystallization. However, the position of nc-Si
on a substrate can not be controlled only by the pulsd
plasma processing.

Moniwa et. al.a prepud polycrystatline Si with the
grain size of several pm prefer€ntially at the steps l00nm
height on SiOz substrate by thermal annealing of a-Si at
600t, We apply this technique to the position control of
nc-Si. We have used the substrate on which micro trenches
with the dimension of several tens of nm at€ fabricated- In
this paper, we describe the results of experiments on
preferential growth of nc-Si along micro step. The
mechmism of prefereirtial nucleation is also discussed.
Preear€d sarnples werr chmacterizod by a transmission
electron microscopy (IEM with m accelerating voltage of
200kv

2, EXPERIMENTAL

Trcnch stnrcture with 16nm in height md 40nm in
width, s€ptratd by 500nm were fabricated on SiOz which
was prryared by thermal oxidation of Si(100) substrate.
Line patterns were drawn by an electron beam lithography
machine of JEOL JBX-SFE with the resist of ZEPS2O. In
order to fabricate the heirch structure, electron cyclotron
resonane reactive ion etching with CIIFs gas was used.

A 2.5nm-thick devie-grade a-Si:H was deposited on the

hench substrates by a c4acitively @rryled plasma €nbmed
che,mical veor deposition (PECVD) with a gaseous

mixture of SiH+ fld II2. Electricpower of l44MFIz in the
very-high-frequency ffIq) bmd was usd for PECVD. The
feafiues of VHF plasma are higher e{Iiciency of radical

fonnations md absence of ion-bombardment dmage to the
film thanks to lower self-bias of plasma6 oomprued to a
13.56MH2 plasma.

Next, dfpositd a-Si:H films were annealed by a VIIF
hydrogen plasma for various p€riods /a. Finally, a layer of
a-Si:H was depositedwith the thickness of 40nm in orderto
protect the sample during the plepaation pro€ss of plm
view TEM.

3. RESUUTS

Figure 1 shows a cross-section TEM image of the micro
trench topped with an a-Si:H layer. In this snmple, a 40nm-
thick protection layer of a-Si:H is not deposited. The tnench

structueis well d€findwith sharp md steep wall angle ad
conformal deposition of a-Si:H.

Figrne 2 shows plan view TEM images of the samples
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Fig. I Cross-section TEM
a-Si:H luyo.
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Fig. Zplan view TEM images of samples with vmious hydrogenrcdical annaling time to of (a) 0s, (b) 10s, (c) 20s.

with vmious fa of (a) 0s, (b) l0s, (c) 20s. As shown in Fig.
2(a\, we have mnfirmed that nc-Si is not formed without
hy&ogen plasma mnealing. It has beenfound , as shown in
Fig. 2(b), that nucleation of nc-Si takes place preferentially

along the trench stnrcture with r" of 10s. Nanocrystalline Si

is apprue,nt as dah spots. The crystallinity of nc-Si was

chracterized by the tnansmission electron diffraction ad
daft-field observation. It should be notod that nucleation

occurs only at the upper edge of trench stnrcture. Hy&ogen

plasma mnealing fm 20s Gauses nucleation on the plane as

well as at the edge of trench structure, as shown in Fig.
2(c)-

4. DISCUSSION

hreferential nucleation at the upper edge of ueirch

structure cm be explained by 'hydroge,n diffusim model",

in which hydtogen radicals dilfusd through the a-Si:H layer

to the interface of a-Si:H md SiOz, trigger the

crystallization. Here, the concentration of hydrogen radicals

diffusd through a-Si:H at the upper oomer of tre'lrch

sffucilue after post hydrrogen plasma mnealing is calculated.

The two dimensional diffusion equation cm be expressed

as,

0' w(, y, r) . dtlf(a y, t) _ 1 LN(x, y, t)
aT*l =DT

(l)

where N is the concentration of hydrogen radicals, D is the

diffusion coefficient, x md y tre the position md r is the

diffusion time. For the condition of constant surfaoe

concentration No md the infinite rectangular solid (i.e.,

0<x, 0<y ), The solution of Eq. (1) is given as7,

In this equation, a rectmgular com€r (i:e., the upp€r edge of

trench) is x=y=O.

Figure 3 shows the calculatd concentration of hydrcgeir

radicals in a-Si:H at the upper edge of trench stnrcture after

post hydrogen plasma annealing of 10s. The ve'rtical wall

angle is assumed. The concentration of hydrogeir radicals is

normalizrd at the surface. The diffusion coefficie,lrt of
hydrogen radicals in amorphous silicon is reputeds-l0 as

6x1O16 - 3x101s cmz/s. at 250t In this calculation, we

adopt the diffusion coefficient of lx10ls cmz/s. In this

figure, the dotted line represents the interface of a-Si:H ad
SiOz. The point of x = 2.5nm md y = 2.5nm is the Wper
odge of SiOz tre,nch stnrcture. The concentration at x = Y =
2.5 a;dx = 5, ! = 2.5 ae 0.15 md 0.078, respectively.

This mems the conce,lrtation of hy&ogen radicals at the

edge of SiOz trench surface i5 elmost twie as much as that
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Fig. 3 Calculated conce,lrtration of hydrogen radicals in a
Si:H at the edge of trench stnrcture after post

hydrogen plasma annealing of los. The

concentration of hydrogen radicals is normalizrd at

the surfrce.
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on the plane, resultdin the preferentiat nucleation of nc-si
at the upper edge of trench structure. The tbreshold of
hydrogen radical concentration occurring crystalization .ffia
can be oonsiderod between 0.078 md 0.15. Even if the
diffusion coefficient of 6x lo16 - 3x lO-rs qn2ls is ryplied,
the result is same.

Figure 4 represent the hy&,oge,n radical conce,ntration at
the edge md plane of treirch stnrchre of sioz, as a function
of t". The concentration of hy&ogen radicals is normalized.
wheir /a is 20s, the concenhation of hydrrogen radicals on
the plme exceeds Ma, which causes growth of nc-si even
on the plroe.

5. CONCLUSIONS

It has been found, for the first time, that nucleation of nc-si
takes place prefere,ntially along the trench stnrcfiue with
post hydrqgen plasma treatment of a-Si:H layer. The
preferential nucleation of nc-si 

",m 
be explained by

'hydrogen diffusion model", in which hyfrogen radicals
diftsed through the a-si:H layer to the interface of a-si:H
md sioz, trigger the crystallization. other effect ftr
pre,ferential nucleation, €.g., stress of the a-Si:H at the dge
of trench structure, wilt be discussed elsewhere for more
&taild discussion.
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Fig. 4 calculated hydriogen radical concentration at the

edge md plane of trench stnrcture, as a function of
ta. The concentration of hydrogen radicals is
normalized at the surface.
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